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Enclosure 

‘Enclosure was the replacement of 2 or 3 large open fields round a village, whose 

strips were owned individually but whose crops and stock were controlled by the community 

of owners… by smaller, individually owned fields whose cropping and stocking could be 

controlled by the owner. Such a change affected the whole structure of society.’ – J.H. 

Plumb1 

‘Overall, between 1604 and 1914 over 5,200 enclosure Bills were enacted by 

Parliament which related to just over a fifth of the total area of England, amounting to some 

6.8 million acres.’- UK Parliament2 

 

Preface 

A detailed analysis of the enclosure of Alvingham is related within this text with 

particular reference to factors affecting its conception and implementation up to 1850. 

From1850 to the present day, there are so many factors involved in the eventual outcome 

that, to keep the text brief, only the most salient points in the opinion of the author are 

discussed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 JH Plumb, “England in the Eighteenth Century” (1714 – 1815) 
2 UK Parliament, Enclosing the Land (2023). https://www.parliament.uk/about/living-
heritage/transformingsociety/towncountry/landscape/overview/enclosingland 
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2. General Analysis of Enclosure 

2.1 The Need for Enclosure 

Prior to the middle of the 18th Century, many disadvantages were faced by numerous 

progressive farmers primarily due to the prevalent system of open-field farming. The 

drawbacks to this system, as was gradually realised during the 17th and 18th centuries, far 

outnumbered the advantages, constraining as they did, the evolution of a better type of 

agriculture. 

The open-field system consisted of a number of owners of land (for example, squires, 

tenants and copyholders) all of whom held a small or large number of strips scattered over the 

manor, as a result of which they had to spend time travelling from one allotment to another. 

As all these owners had to work together as a team, rigid rules of procedure had to be 

observed; thus, a proprietor could make no change to the time-honoured rules of farming 

unless he carried his fellows with him.3 So, when the idea of farming for a profit arose, many 

of the farmers who thought they saw ways of making larger profits found themselves 

constrained by the ancient rules of community farming. There were some very good 

arguments in favour of enclosure, but as many supporters of enclosure found out, all old 

habits (systems) die hard. 

Under the open-field system, each proprietor had the right to pasture his cow(s) and 

sheep on the common land.4 Consequently, the commons were grazed by a variety of animals 

whose breeding could not be controlled, thus producing a selection of cross-breeds of all 

shapes and sizes; as a result, improvement of livestock was almost impossible.5 

The village proprietors set aside part of their harvest to serve as seed. Their corn was 

 
3 EW Bovill, English Country Life, 1780-1830, page 3 
4 EW Bovill, English Country Life, 1780-1830, page 2 
5 Peter Mathias, The First Industrial Nation, page 78 
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a mixture of strains which were used recurrently, and not improved by selection.6 The 

absence of hedges in the open fields exposed the crops to winds. Corn was blown down and 

crops on adjacent strips sometimes became inextricably mixed. These scattered strips made 

an adequate system of drainage very difficult, and the high cost of laying drainage systems 

served as a sufficient deterrent to any action to remedy the situation. 

The innumerable strips caused many disputes7 and a large amount of land was wasted 

in the paths which were necessary to give each proprietor access to his strip. As there were 

only a few fences around the grass common and the corn, shepherds were required to look 

after the animals8 and prevent them from straying and eating the crops. The herds had to be 

brought in earlier in the winter than on enclosed (and, hence, sheltered) land and the sheep 

had to lamb later in the spring. This meant that the lambs were on the meadow for a month 

less before the grass was left to be cut for hay, and similar difficulties occurred in rearing 

calves. The strips were too narrow for ploughing and harrowing except along their length,9 so 

twitch or climbing weed covered the turf ridges between the strips and docks and thistles 

flourished in the fallow. 

As all the animals were herded together, diseases spread through them without check. 

The losses from sheep-rot and cattle-plague were devastating.10 Meat from animals that had 

died was often the only meat received by the poor. The lack of stored fodder caused most of 

the animals to be half-starved during winter. Every one of these ‘ailments’ of the old system, 

it was gradually realised, could be remedied by enclosure. 

Another benefit of enclosure, in theory, was that the farmer, instead of having to 

travel probably miles to a strip, would just have one or two consolidated blocks of land to 

 
6 P Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the 18th Century, page 168 
7 P Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the 18th Century, page 169 
8 EW Bovill, English Country Life, 1780-1830, page 15 
9 P Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the 18th Century, page 148 
10 See, for example, Rex C Russell, The Enclosures of Market Rasen and Wrawby cum Brigg, page 4 
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which he must go. (This was thought to be one of the main assets of enclosure, i.e. 

consolidation, but as explained in section 4.2, this was rarely true). This would save time and 

energy. The commons were divided during enclosure, and henceforth, each proprietor had to 

keep his animals on his own allotment, thus enabling controlled breeding to improve the 

stock, also reducing the spread of diseases among them. Shepherds, generally, (once the 

hedges had matured) were no longer required to prevent animals from straying. 

Enclosure also enabled the more intellectual proprietors to improve their seed by 

selection, their choice of produce now being in their own hands. The new consolidated fields 

would be hedged or fenced round, evading winds which previously flattened and mixed 

varieties of corn over the open fields. Drainage was now possible and could be successfully 

adopted as the only person involved would be the proprietor of the land himself (therefore 

avoiding quarrelling and indecisions). Furthermore, land which had been wasted in between 

strips for pathways was gained due to the consolidation. 

Enclosure thus engendered a new field layout through the extension of arable land 

over some areas previously kept for common grazing (if the new drainage made this possible) 

and (usually) a new road system within each Parish, hence radically altering the appearance 

of the area; as well as the nature of farming itself. 

2.2 The Implementation of Enclosure 

Parish after parish in the county of Lindsey was transformed in the period between 

1760 and 1830. As enclosure in many parishes abolished the old working systems of open-

field farming, the face of the parishes took on a new appearance with scores of miles of new 

roads. Drains and hedges had first been planned on surveyors’ drawing boards before their 

courses were staked out over the land itself; planned in this way, the new roads within each 

parish tended to be straight, running between parallel hedges. The new hedges were straight 

and enclosed rectangular fields. There is a visible contrast between these newly-created roads 
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and fields and the much older winding lanes and irregularly-shaped fields at the village 

centre. The use of some lanes and roads ceased at enclosure, their surfaces being added to the 

newly-created rectangular fields. The very word for designating pieces of land began to 

change. Previously, the large open arable and grass lands were known as ‘fields’, whereas the 

new, enclosed hedged areas were called ‘closes’. 

2.3 How the Decision to Enclose Was Made 

The decision to enclose a parish was made by the owners or holders of land within the 

parish. This fact explains why some parishes were enclosed as early as the 1100s and others 

not until the early 1900s. Where local proprietors were content with the income they were 

receiving from an open-field parish, they would be in no hurry to spend money on 

enclosure.11 If difficulty arose to reach an agreement, then enclosure would be delayed. 

Personal choice as well as economic considerations could hasten or delay enclosure;12 as was, 

for example, the case during the application for the Alvingham Enclosure Act. 

It was necessary for the owners of at least four-fifths of the land in a parish to reach 

agreement to enclose. If, for example, five owners who together owned four-fifths of the land 

of a parish were agreed upon enclosure, they could, legally, coerce as many as twenty smaller 

proprietors, perhaps reluctant to incur the expense of enclosure, into enclosing the parish. The 

Enclosure Act was hence the instrument of coercion. In Alvingham (as in many other 

parishes before and at this time), it was decided by at least four-fifths of landowners that 

there was a need for enclosure and so they submitted an application for an Act of Enclosure. 

 
11 See the case of Scrope concerning Alvingham Enclosure in chapter 3.1 – The Initiation and Implementation 
of the Alvingham Enclosure Act 
12 JH Plumb, England in the 18th Century, 1714-1815, page 17 
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3. Enclosure of the Parish of Alvingham 

3.1 The Initiation and Implementation of the Alvingham Enclosure Act 

The first intimation that an attempt to enclose Alvingham was to be made was an 

advertisement which appeared in the Rutland Stamford Mercury, the leading Lincolnshire 

newspaper at the time. A meeting was held at Louth, on 8th March, 1806 (see appendix 1). 

This meeting failed to find a reasonable compromise and so for the time being, the thought of 

enclosure was dismissed. One hypothesis for this is that the Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815) 

stimulated grain production and prices for grain boomed so perhaps farmers in the parish 

were satisfied with their income from the open-field system and were therefore unwilling to 

incur the expense of enclosure. 

However, after the Napoleonic Wars, the drastic fall in grain prices proved disastrous 

to many farmers; therefore, by the 11th September, 1818, when a second attempt was 

introduced to enclose the parish, the farmers were more open to enclosure, perhaps by then 

convinced of the benefits and hence greater profitability enclosure would bring. 

On 13th November, 1818, agreement regarding the proposed enclosure of Alvingham 

was reached by at least four-fifths of the landowners in the parish (as required by law). The 

Alvingham Enclosure Bill finally became an Act of Parliament on 12th July, 1819, and its 

passage through the House of Commons and House of Lords was typical of Enclosure Acts 

passed during the years of enclosure. The Bill very nearly failed as a result of landowner 

William Scrope’s absence abroad. Furthermore, one landowner refused to sign the Bill, 

showing (as was the case in many parishes) that not all landowners were in favour of 

enclosure. His refusal was significant as he owned 43 acres and therefore could have posed a 

threat to the four-fifths majority. This was somewhat unusual as it was more commonly the 

smaller proprietors who were uncooperative for they were in danger of being squeezed out by 
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larger landowners and also of not being able to meet their relative expenses towards 

enclosure.  

Three Enclosure Commissioners were appointed and granted a salary of £2-12s-6d 

(£2.65) a day. The commissioners evaluated all the proprietors’ claims and then drew up their 

plan to reshape existing roads, fields, drains and so forth. Once the plans were completed, the 

commissioners were legally bound to give proprietors the opportunity to complain. Hence, in 

the Rutland and Stamford Mercury (p.2, column 4), on the 22nd September 1819, the 

following notice was printed: 

 “Any persons aggrieved by the settling out of these new roads are invited to a meeting 

at which complaints can be registered and a compromise agreed.” 

The plans were agreed upon, the works commenced on 2nd October, 1819, and the 

commissioners concluded their work on 29th June, 1822. 

In 1822, the commissioners drew up the Enclosure Award (see appendix 2). This 

document summarises the results of enclosure and the commissioners’ accounts reveal the 

cost of the transformation. There is, in fact, no mention in the Award of the total costs of 

enclosure but the commissioners do state that the costs were reckoned on the basis of £5/acre. 

The total cost of enclosure of the 1302 open acres within the parish would be, on this 

reckoning, £6,510.00. This cost would be met by the twenty-nine general proprietors and the 

share of costs borne by each owner would be in relation to the value of the land he was 

awarded. As this money was only for hedging or fencing the land allotted, further payment 

would be required for the building of bridges, ditches and roads. Hence, it is clear that 

enclosure could be an expensive transformation. 
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4. The Consequences of Enclosure Nationally and in Alvingham 

4.1 Disadvantages 

Small proprietors, after enclosure, often ended up with the least productive land 

because there was little they could do against the commissioners’ wishes. As stated earlier, a 

majority of four-fifths of the owners of the land in the parish had to agree to activate 

enclosure and very often, these small proprietors were in the minority group of one-fifth who 

were opposed, with the smallest areas of land and least able to afford the expense enclosure 

incurred. 

Large farms established during enclosure provoked a rise in the rents, creating greater 

financial strain for farm tenants.13 There was a reduction in demand for agricultural labour 

which caused the depopulation of villages, peasants being forced to seek employment in 

towns and cities.14 Enclosure Acts facilitated the acquisition of the holdings and stock of 

small farmers at knock-down prices. While this created opportunity for large landowners, 

enabling them to increase his/her acreage, this meant that the smallest of landowners were 

squeezed out. Indeed, it has been argued that enclosure was the start of capitalism.15 

Since the commons had been divided up and allotted, the small proprietors had lost 

their grazing right and if only a small area had been allotted to them (not allowing enough to 

leave for grazing), then they would have to sell their cow(s) and sheep, probably leading to 

bankruptcy. With the demise of the commons’ shepherd, who had previously tended to 

everyone’s animals, the proprietor would have to look after his animals himself until the 

hedges erected at enclosure were of substantial strength. However, being occupied by all the 

 
13 EW Bovill, English Country Life, 1780-1830, page 5. 
14 P Mathias, The First Industrial Nation, page 62. “Enclosure, creating a new ‘mixed farming’, particularly root 
crops like turnips, required more labour. All this meant a need for a greater labour force on the land to cope with 
the great rise in agricultural production. Numbers in agriculture only declined relative to numbers employed in 
other industries which were expanding more rapidly than agriculture after 1750”. 
15 Patrick Brantlinger, Barbed Wire: Capitalism and the Enclosure of the Commons, page 9-11 and Jason 
Hickel, The Divide: Global Inequality from Conquest to Free Markets, page 76-82 
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other tasks on the farm that required his attention, the proprietor would have to employ a 

private shepherd. With the cost of enclosure being so high, this he could often ill afford to do, 

resulting with him having to sell the animals and his ultimate demise as a smallholder.16 

One of the principal aims of enclosure was to consolidate the land within the parish. It 

was believed by many historians that by consolidating the land, it reduced long journeys 

experienced by landowners between allotments. However, in the parish of Alvingham, arable 

and pasture land was still in two distinct areas and for this reason, land holdings were still 

separate. The majority of meadow pasture was to be found in the Little Fen, the Great Fen 

and Langdales, which are indicated on the map of Alvingham of 1850 (see appendix 5). The 

reason for this was the soil type. All this land is of Newchurch soil type which, at the time, 

was a difficult soil for anything other than growing grass. The majority of the arable land was 

still to be found in the East Field and West Field and, as the soil type is Holderness, is much 

more suited to arable crops. This land had to be divided equally and justly, allowing each 

proprietor a certain amount of both arable and meadow pasture. So, if a small proprietor only 

had two allotments, one arable and one pasture, then the distance between these two would 

probably have been as great as that before enclosure. Thus, in this respect and with the 

circumstances of variable soil type, not unique to Alvingham, enclosure in many parishes 

failed to avoid lengthy distances between land lots.17 Therefore, the purported advantage of 

enclosure engendering less travelling time between a farmer’s land does not always stand. 

Last but not least was the potential for social unrest, instigated by small 

landowners/copyholders who felt aggrieved by the results of enclosure and peasants’ loss of 

rights to common land and woodland. Whilst this situation did not result in social unrest in 

 
16 P Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the 18th Century, page 182. 
17 It is only since modern methods of drainage have been introduced (post-1949) that the Great Fen, Little Fen 
and Langdales have been drained. Moreover, thanks to modern machinery, the Newchurch soil fields are now 
held in equal esteem to the Holderness soils. Such is progress. 
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Alvingham, it is worth noting that riots concerning enclosure did occur throughout its history. 

These included: 

• 1450 Jack Cade’s Rebellion 

• 1549 Kett’s Rebellion 

• 1604-1607 Captain Pouch Revolts 

• 1607 Midland Revolt 

• 1607 Newton Rebellion 

• 1630-1632 Western Rising and Forest Enclosure 

While it is more than likely that there was discontent among some of the residents of 

Alvingham regarding enclosure, there is no record of this. 

4.2 Advantages 

After enclosure had been completed, the land allotted to each proprietor was now 

completely under his/her control, no longer being tied to restrictive procedures of the 

community. He/she was able to experiment with new ideas and techniques, improving 

methods and profits as he/she did so. 

If the proprietor was allotted enough land on which to graze his/her cow(s) or sheep18 

and if he/she had the initiative to improve his/her livestock, selective breeding would have 

high-yielding effects. The livestock no longer mixed with other animals previously 

encountered on the commons, thus diseases were checked much more easily, considerably 

reducing the number of animals lost to sheep rot and cattle plague. Further improvements 

were also achieved by selection of seed which could increase yields as much as four- to five-

fold. 

 
18 Studying appendix 2, it can be seen that most proprietors in Alvingham were allotted enough land for both 
arable and pasture use. 
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Hedges or fences which had been planted/erected during enclosure made the parish 

less susceptible to wind; corn was not laid to such an extent as had occurred before enclosure 

and varieties were less inextricably mixed. The shelter that enclosure created enabled the 

herds a longer grazing period towards the end of summer. It also enabled calving and lambing 

to proceed earlier in the spring. 

Having been allotted one or more blocks of land, those proprietors 

wishing to drain their land could now do so without the consent of their fellows 

and the advantages gained by carrying out such a project were enormous. 

Disputes over issues such as rights of way, which had arisen prior to 

enclosure, no longer existed as all possible grievances had been resolved by the 

commissioners. The proprietor, now having one block of land rather than 

narrow strips, was able to plough and harrow both along the length and breadth 

of the close (as fields were called after enclosure). This reduced the infestation 

of couch grass and weeds in general. 

As shown by a comparison of the map of Alvingham in 1819, pre-

enclosure, with that of 1822, post-enclosure (see appendices 3 and 4), the parish 

farming land became much more accessible with the building of roads such as 

the Great Fen Occupation Road (see figure 1) and the Bottoms Road (see 

figures 2 and 3), serving the West Field. Critical to the quality of all farm land is 

the ability to drain it and this was now possible with the excavation of drains in 

the East Field and West Field which presented suitable channels down which to 

drain the water. Comparing the maps before and after enclosure (see appendices 

3 and 4), it is clear that the parish became more evenly distributed amongst 

landowners.19 

 
19 See allotments of land described in the Enclosure Award (appendix 2) 

Figure 1: Great Fen 
Occupation Lane 

Figure 2: Bottoms 
track, West Field drain 

Figure 3: Bottoms 
track, West Field drain 
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Generally, enclosure was very beneficial to most parties; the land produced more 

corn; the landowners’ wealth increased; and the poor who did manage to secure work 

following enclosure were better employed than before. Enclosure of open fields, which 

required the amalgamation of smaller plots and holdings into larger agricultural units, 

increased the cultivated area by eliminating common and waste land that were a consequence 

of open-field farming. It brought them into a regular sequence of cultivation in the new crop 

rotation patterns which had been impossible to implement on the small strips of land prior to 

enclosure. Enclosure was quantitively the most important single movement affecting land use 

because it made all other innovations possible. All the advantages of enclosure forecast by 

Arthur Young – improved methods of agriculture, increased production and a strengthening 

of the country’s economy – were realised. Moreover, had it not been for enclosures of the 

17th, 18th and very early 19th Century which significantly increased home-grown food 

production, England would have severely struggled to meet its needs during the Napoleonic 

Wars (May 1803 – November 1815).20 

4.3 General Synopsis of the Consequences of Enclosure 

 Enclosure pushed out smallholders, drove peasants out of the countryside and caused 

civil unrest in some cases. However, it allowed for the improvement of the efficiency and 

productivity of agricultural land, resulting in increased national food production. The 

enclosure of Alvingham was one of over 5000 enclosures enacted between 1604 and 1914 

which together set English agriculture on the road to greater self-sufficiency.21 

 

 

 
20 British Agricultural History Society, W.E. Minchinton (2023), Agricultural Returns and the Government 
during the Napoleonic Wars, https://bahs.org.uk/AGHR/ARTICLES/01n1a5.pdf  
21 UK Parliament, Enclosing the Land, (2023). https://www.parliament.uk/about/living-
heritage/transformingsociety/towncountry/landscape/overview/enclosingland 
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5. Continuation of Alvingham Enclosure Between 1822 and 1850 

The official dates of the enclosure of the parish of Alvingham are 1819 to 1822. 

However, approximately only half of the parish was enclosed by 1822 and some of those 

enclosures were instigated before 1819. 

By1822, the land of the parish had been divided between landowners, the hedges 

separating their respective land had been planted, and enclosure had been completed within 

the land owned by all the smaller landowners. This left the two largest landowners, the 

Bishop of Lincoln and John Maddison, with large, potentially efficient blocks of land but 

which were only enclosed on their boundaries. It is more than likely that the commissioners 

overseeing the Alvingham Enclosure advised the Bishop of Lincoln and John Maddison as to 

how best to enclose their large open fields but for some reason, they decided to delay its 

implementation. 

Whilst they both agreed that enclosure was a good idea in order to consolidate their 

assets into large blocks of land and they had seen the effects of enclosure nearby (those of 

Keddington and Yarburgh) previously, they were perhaps still very suspicious of what effect 

enclosure may have upon their farm and farm income and/or the costs involved may have 

been too much to bear except over a prolonged period. Whatever their reasons were for not 

completing sooner, both landowners eventually continued to enclose their large blocks of 

land between 1822 and 1850 (see appendices 4 and 5 for the maps of 1822 and 1850 for 

comparison). More access tracks were constructed as part of this process; the Tops Road, 

America Farm Road and Poplar Farm Road (see figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

America Farm Road Tops Road Poplar Farm Road 

Figure 4: roads 
created during 
enclosure and 
up to 1850 for 
better access to 

the fields 
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6. The Varying Fortunes of Farming Between 1850 and 1950 and the 
Effects on the Landscape 

Hedges for enclosure enjoyed around 100 years of undisturbed growth and they 

served a very useful role for the system of agriculture involving arable and livestock 

production between 1850 and 1950. 

Profitability of the agricultural industry increased after enclosure up to 1873. There 

then followed the Great Depression of English Agriculture (1873-1896). This was caused by 

the dramatic fall in grain prices that followed the opening up of the American Prairies to 

cultivation in the 1870s and the advent of cheap transport with the rise of steamships. During 

this period, land values plummeted and chores such as hand-trimming of hedges were often 

ignored. 

Slowly but surely, agriculture recovered to some extent towards the start of the First 

World War in 1914. The War made the Government recognise the need for the country to be 

more self-sufficient in food production; in 1914, the UK had to import 80% of its grain and 

40% of its meat.22 The Government passed the Corn Production Act 1917 and the Agriculture 

Act 1920 which protected prices. “The stability promised by these measures brought a real 

boom in agriculture at the end of the War.”23 

This profitable period continued only until 1921 but whilst it lasted, agriculture and 

all those associated with it thrived. So profitable was agriculture that many tenants took the 

opportunity to buy their land. Between 1918 and 1922, a quarter of the land in Britain 

changed hands.24 

However, such a heavily subsidised system could not last beyond 1921, with the 

 
22 Farmers Weekly, Richard Munday, 10/11/2018, How farming suffered post-WW1 from government’s ‘great 
betrayal’. https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/how-farming-suffered-post-ww1-from-governments-great-betrayal 
23 Farmers Weekly, Richard Munday, 10/11/2018, How farming suffered post-WW1 from government’s ‘great 
betrayal’. https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/how-farming-suffered-post-ww1-from-governments-great-betrayal 
24 Farmers Weekly, Richard Munday, 10/11/2018, How farming suffered post-WW1 from government’s ‘great 
betrayal’. https://www.fwi.co.uk/news/how-farming-suffered-post-ww1-from-governments-great-betrayal 
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Government paying millions of pounds in subsidies. The Corn Production Act of 1917 and 

the Agriculture Act of 1920 were repealed (despite previous government assurances that 

farmers would be given four years’ notice of any repeal – now known as ‘The Great 

Betrayal’.) Wages and grain prices plummeted and a new depression ensued, not recovering 

until the late 1930s. Once again, maintenance of hedgerows was neglected but most hedges 

remained in place. 

Profitability returned with the start of the Second World War. The government-

backed ‘Dig for Victory’ campaign encouraged everyone to grow their own food and on 

farms, every acre of land that could be cropped was utilised. Less than one third of the food 

available in the UK at the start of World War II was home-produced and the country had to 

import some 20 million tons per year25. The German U-boat blockade inspired the 

Government to strive towards self-sufficiency (or as close as possible) as far as food was 

concerned. Indeed, it could be said that the battle to produce our own food was of equal 

importance to any victory gained in battle. Whilst the men were away, the Women’s Land 

Army kept the country farming; at their peak in 1944, there were 80,000 women involved.26 

Food production held even more importance after the War when not only did we have 

to feed ourselves, but also send relief to Europe; Holland and Germany in particular. Food 

rationing lasted until 1954. 

Therefore, the 100 years since the completion of enclosure in Alvingham had been a 

rollercoaster of profit and loss. However, the enclosures had survived, despite many hedges 

having been left unkept and allowed to grow into lines of hawthorn trees (not surprising when 

one considers that all hedge-cutting was done manually) (see figures 5 and 6 for a  

 
25 British Geriatrics Society, Michael Denham, As We Once Were; Wartime Rationing 14/11/2015. 
https://www.bgs.org.uk/resources/as-we-once-were-wartime-rationing 
26 Imperial War Museum, What was the Women’s Land Army (2023). https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/what-
was-the-womens-land-army 
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comparison of a hedge that has been maintained with one that has not). 

However, a dramatic transformation of the landscape of Alvingham was later 

to occur. A comparison of the map of Alvingham in 1850 (see appendix 5) to 

that of 1977 (see appendix 6) reveals a removal of many of the boundaries 

(hedgerows) created during enclosure. The majority of these were removed 

between 1960 and 1987. What dramatic changes in agriculture encouraged 

the removal of these hedges and thus created a landscape not too dissimilar 

to that of 1819, prior to enclosure? 

7. Changing Landscapes 1960-1997 

The two most important factors that encouraged hedgerow removal were: 

1. Government-subsidised drainage 1961-1986 

2. Mechanisation 

7.1 Government-Subsidised Drainage 

Drainage is the single most important prerequisite of a healthy soil for the purposes of 

arable farming. Enclosure had enabled all landowners to drain their land; at the time, this had 

to be done manually. After the Second World War, the UK Government was financially 

broke but was determined to make the country as self-sufficient as possible with regards to 

food production. To help farmers achieve this, the Government subsidised drainage schemes 

to 50%-60% of total costs. This subsidy was available between 1961 and 1986. The laying of 

drains was now fully mechanised and systems laid were very efficient. Figures show a very 

rapid expansion in the late 1960s to a peak in the mid-1970s of 271,810 acres (110,000 ha) of 

land being drained per year27. However, the drainage schemes encouraged the removal of 

 
27 G. Spoor, Drainage developments in the United Kingdom between 1961-1986, 2023. 
https://edepot.wur.nl/71534 

Figure 5: Typical of 
an enclosure hedge 
that has not been 

regularly maintained 

Figure 6: a hedge that 
has been regularly 

maintained;  
Swan Close (12-acre 

field) hedge 
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hedges. For example, on the author’s farm, one potential field of 11½ acres was divided by 

hedges into three closes. To drain three closes would be inefficient and costly so all hedges 

were removed and one efficient cost-effective system laid. 

The amalgamation of fields increased yields due to a reduction of the number of 

headlands on the farm. Headlands are the areas at each end of the field where all machinery 

turns around. This causes compaction and reduces yields. Therefore, if four ten-acre fields are 

amalgamated to a forty-acre field, the headland area is reduced by 50%. Furthermore, four 

hedges may have been removed, creating more land area and a much more suitable field size 

for larger machinery to work efficiently. 

Such actions were repeated throughout the country, laying the foundations for 

progressive and more economical methods of farming, enabled by mechanisation. 

7.2 Mechanisation 

Steam engines had been used as early as the 1790s. These were big stationary engines 

built into barns to drive threshing machines. During the 19th century, steam-powered tractors 

became available for sale, reaching a peak in the 1890s. By the early 20th century, during 

World War I, more powerful petrol tractors became available, particularly the Fordson tractor 

which went into production in 1917 and sold circa 750,000 units worldwide between 1917 

and 192828. Mechanisation progressed and slowly became more sophisticated and more 

importantly, cost effective enough for all farms to use them; formerly, only wealthy, large 

landowners could afford them. The first tractor did not arrive on the author’s farm until 1947. 

As tractors and the equipment they pulled behind them developed, so did the width. 

Initially, tractor power was the limiting factor, the first ones producing around 20 

horsepower. By the 1960s, 90-130hp was available and with it, machinery up to four metres 

 
28 Tractor Data, Fordson Tractors 1917 to 1950, 2023. https://www.tractordata.co.uk/fordson_to_1950/ 
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wide. Such equipment is best used in fields of a minimum size of ten acres (4ha). The width 

of machinery and horsepower of tractors continued to increase throughout the rest of the 20th 

century so the desire to use this much larger and more powerful equipment in ever larger 

fields further propelled hedgerow removal. 

By the time the drainage grants had come to an end in 1986, most farmers had 

completed ‘efficiency’ schemes and were content with the larger fields and the hedges they 

had left in place. 

If mechanisation (combined with subsidised 

drainage schemes) was essentially responsible for the 

loss of hedgerows, one very innovative invention 

undoubtedly saved many hedges. It was the 

introduction of the first flail hedge-cutter in 1961. 

Previously cut by hand, some mechanisation was 

introduced to hedge-cutting in the late 1940s through 

reciprocating blade cutters (see figure 7) but this still 

required the farmer to clear up the thorns by hand. 

With the flail cutter (see figure 8), the cuttings are so 

small that they simply disperse among the 

undergrowth, completely removing any manual work 

from the process. This enabled one man to trim miles of hedges per day. Therefore, the work 

involved in keeping a hedge tidy was no longer a valid reason for removing it. 

The final safety net hedges received came from the Government in the form of the 

Hedgerows Regulations of 1997 which were made under section 97 of the 1995 Environment 

Act and came into operation in England and Wales on 1st June 1997. They provide important 

Figure 8: The first flail hedge-cutter, 
introduced in 1961 greatly reduced 

hedge-cutting times 

Figure 7: Machine with reciprocating 
blade cutters that somewhat decreased 

hedge-cutting times 
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protection by prohibiting the removal of most countryside hedgerows (or parts of them) 

without first notifying the Local Planning Authority (LPA). 

As a consequence of the invention of hedge-cutters and the introduction of the 

Hedgerows Regulations of 1997, the landscape of the parish of Alvingham changed little 

between 1997 and 2023. (See appendices 6 and 7 to compare the maps of 1977 and 2023). 

Did the new landscape and system of farming (introduced through drainage schemes 

and propelled by improved mechanisation) achieve their intended aims of increased national 

food production and self-sufficiency? To answer this question, one can look at the correlation 

between the period of transition when drainage grants were introduced and the increase in the 

UK’s percentage of homegrown food source during that period: 

1960 – 52% 

 1970 – 57% 

 1980 – 72% 

 1984 – 78%29 

Clearly the new system delivered results during this period. At that 

time, it was deemed acceptable to remove hedges in pursuit of production. 

Such actions are not acceptable in the 21st century and moreover, government 

guidance presently dictates public money for their preservation and planting. 

The improvements in productivity that were made did come at the 

cost of bio-diversity. In the case of Alvingham, as elsewhere, hedge removal 

perhaps went too far. By 1987, the large open spaces of the old East Field 

and West Field of 1819 returned (see figure 9). These were well drained 

and perfect for modern machinery but mostly only divided into fields by 

 
29 NFU, NFU warns government must take domestic food production seriously (09/08/2023). 
https://www.nfuonline.com/updates-and-information/nfu-warns-government-must-take-domestic-food-
production-seriously/ 

Figure 9: This field, 
which is on the south 

side of Tops Road, used 
to be made up of 8 

smaller fields. It is now 
one field of 90 acres 
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ditches or narrow banks of soil. Generally, hedges are no longer an integral part of the new 

system of agriculture, particularly with many farmers choosing to farm without livestock. It 

has not created a prairie but it has left a landscape lacking in bio-diversity and providing less 

opportunity for the bird population; with no wild areas for nature to thrive within. 

However, in 1985, the first of three future assets to flora and 

fauna was planted within Alvingham parish. Ken and Richard Drinkel 

planted the first new field hedge in the parish since 1850 (see figure 10). 

Situated in the West Field, it has enhanced the appearance of a formerly 

very bleak open landscape. In 1991, Peter and Lyn Stevenson moved to 

Highbridge Road, Alvingham, purchasing a house (Field View Farm) 

with a small acreage of land. Driven by a passion for nature, in 1994, 

they dug a large pond, created a reed bed and planted 2000 trees; 90% native and 10% 

spruce/pine (see figure 11). They also planted hedgerows and allowed them to flourish in 

height and width. They have further encouraged the bird population with the erection of 46 

nest boxes and 4 owl boxes. This has all created a wonderful beacon of thriving wildlife.  

 

 

 

Lastly, in 1995, the author’s farm purchased land near the two churches and two small areas 

were unsuitable for modern equipment. Both areas were planted with woodland (see figure 

12), the first of which is used by the local pre-school, Puddle Ducks, to teach children about 

nature. 

Figure 10: 
Drinkel’s hedge in 

the West Field 

Figure 11: 
Stevenson’s 
woodland 
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Government incentives are available for more of these projects to be undertaken. It is 

ultimately the landowner’s decision to activate them. 

In summary, enclosure and its inherent planting of hedges brought huge benefits to 

agriculture for over 140 years. It facilitated the autonomy of farmers, allowing them to 

increase the productivity and profitability of their land, thus increasing the country’s food 

production. In the latter half of the 20th Century, a drive for greater national self-sufficiency 

necessitated the removal of some of these enclosure hedges in order to allow for more 

efficient drainage, larger machinery and increased acreage. While generally successful in 

these aims, too many hedges were perhaps removed in their pursuit, as shown in the case of 

Alvingham. However, there are initiatives to help rectify this situation and increase the fauna 

and flora, allowing nature to flourish once more. 

8. Farming in 2023 

The purpose of this chapter is to convey to the reader a skeletal view of farming in 

2023, with particular reference to machinery, land distribution, and government apathy. 

8.1 Machinery 

8.1.1 Record Breaker  

The first tractor to arrive in Alvingham was purchased by a Mr. Dudding of High 

Street, Alvingham.30 It was a Fordson, imported from America, and it signalled the beginning 

 
30 J Phil Davies, Alvingham and North Cockerington, page 29 

Figure 12: 
Woodland 
planted in 

1995 on the 
author’s farm 
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of major mechanisation in agriculture. Up until this point, most ploughing was done by 

horses, with one man ploughing one acre a day. Tractors drew a two-share plough, cutting 

10”-wide and 8”-deep furrows at a rate of one acre in 4 hours.31 The author’s father (born 

26/6/1927) began his farming career in around 1944, when an output of ploughing two acres 

a day was acceptable. Just prior to his 80th Birthday (26/6/2007), a new Guinness World 

Record for ploughing by one man was set. On 9th March, 2005, in the Paris basin, just south 

of Paris, in extremely large fields up to 3.5km long, a 500-horsepower Steiger tractor on 

rubber tracks, pulling a 20-furrow reversible plough to a minimum depth of ten inches, 

ploughed 793.191 acres (321 ha) in 24 hours. That is phenomenal progress in just 61 years 

and simply accentuates the incessant march of mechanisation, innovation and technology. 

8.1.2 Sprayers 

Sprayers are used for the application of herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, liquid 

fertiliser and micro-nutrients to any crop. The first sprayer on the author’s farm in 

Alvingham, purchased in the early 1960s, was mounted on the back of the tractor, had a 6-

metre-wide boom and a tank size of just 360 litres. Progress in this field has again been quite 

incredible. Sprayers can be purchased that are mounted to the tractor, trailed behind a tractor 

or even self-propelled. They are manufactured by numerous brands and come with a myriad 

of abilities. The largest one currently operating in the Louth area is a Dammann Tridem. It is 

a self-propelled machine with booms of 36 meters and a 12,000-litre tank. 

Self-propelled sprayers are common locally and, depending on specification, cost 

anywhere between £100,000 and £300,000. One unit operating at Grainthorpe has a tank 

capacity of 6,000 litres and boom width of 48 metres. (This model even has the option to 

extend to 54 metres.) 

 
31 J Phil Davies, Alvingham and North Cockerington, page 61 
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One of the ‘new generation’ trailed sprayers from John Deere has what is termed 

‘green on brown’ detection. Using cameras, the sprayer has the ability to differentiate 

between growing plants (weeds) and soil or old crop residues, switching individual nozzles 

on and off to target weeds prior to the crop emerging. The John Deere might be promoted as 

‘new generation’ but is already being superseded by robotic weeders which use cameras and 

an electric charge to kill weeds. It can differentiate between the crop and weeds due to its pre-

loaded memory, thus enabling it to kill weeds in a growing crop; much more environmentally 

friendly and undoubtedly the way forward. 

8.1.3 Combine Harvesters 

The first self-propelled combine was built in America in 188632 but it wasn’t until 

1941, when Massey-Harris introduced their No 21 model with a 12-foot cut, that demand for 

them really took off, with annual production of the No 21 model peaking at over 10,000 in 

1949.33 

These machines became available in the UK after the War. The first combine on the 

author’s farm came in the mid-1950’s with a 3.05-metre (10-foot) cut. Today, they are much 

bigger. New Holland has recently released a prototype with a cutter bar option of 18 metres 

(61 feet) (see appendix 8). Prices in the early 1960s were circa £4,000. Around 60 years later, 

the RRP of modern machines are staggering. The most expensive is now over £1,067,000. It 

has the option of a cutter bar up to 15.2 metres (49 feet and 10.425 inches) wide and an 

engine producing 700 horsepower. (The first tractors delivered 20hp.) Whilst there are 

discounts available on RRP, it is still a phenomenal price when one considers the present-day 

value of wheat is only £180/tonne (as of 1/11/2023). 

 
32 Invention and Technology, First Self-Propelled Combine (2023). 
https://www.inventionandtech.com/landmark_landing/87017 
33 Manitoba Agricultural Museum, Massey Harris Model 21 Combine (2023). 
https://mbagmuseum.ca/artifact/massey-harris-model-21-combine/ 
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8.1.4 Seed Drills 

Today, seed drills are produced by a multitude of manufacturers and are either tractor-

mounted or trailed. Widths vary from 3 metres up to 24 metres with RRP of up to circa 

£290,000. (See appendices 9 and 10 for an example of today’s seed drill prices as of 

November 2023.) 

8.1.5 Tractors/Crawlers 

There is a multitude of choice of manufacturer, horsepower, wheels and tracks. The 

most expensive crawler at over 600hp has an RRP in the region of £500,000. 

8.1.6 Robotics 

Automation is developing at an astonishing rate in the agricultural industry. Using 

conventional equipment which is controlled by artificial intelligence (AI), it has been shown 

to be possible to cultivate, plant seed, spray, fertilise and harvest a crop without direct human 

intervention. This is called ‘hands free hectare’.34 

Moreover, robotics is becoming the way forward for agriculture, particularly since 

Brexit has restricted availability of labour from Europe. Very few people in the UK are 

willing to pick fruit or harvest vegetables; not enough foreign workers are allowed to gain 

visas due to government restrictions, so staff shortages at critical times are acute, leaving fruit 

and vegetables to rot in the field. Automation, therefore, has to be the way forward. 

8.1.7 Satellite Technology 

Advances in satellite technology have had a significant impact on agriculture. Firstly, 

it enables all equipment fitted with the appropriate technology to steer itself on a pre-

 
34 Harper Adams University, The Hands Free Hectare Project (2023). https://www.harper-
adams.ac.uk/news/203518/the-hands-free-hectare-project 
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determined course, ensuring the field is completed in the most efficient way possible, saving 

time and fuel. 

Secondly, it allows for the production of field maps. Such maps can be used to show 

the differing soil textures and their mineral analysis. To ensure soils maintain the correct 

medium for crop growth, nutrients are applied by equipment which reads each field map and 

only applies product to areas of the field that require it. This ensures that no products are 

wasted but are applied in the most economic and accurate way. 

Soil maps can also be engaged when sowing crops. Maps are prepared for the seed 

drill and a target seed rate is set for each area of the field, creating a variable seed rate; less 

seed on ‘light’ soil and more on ‘heavy’ soil, ensuring an even crop is established and 

generally reducing the amount of seed used. 

Once crops are growing, satellite maps can be produced regularly (e.g. weekly). They 

will show where the crop is thriving and where it is not and inputs such as fertiliser can be 

targeted on a variable rate basis in the appropriate place within each field, ensuring all 

products are used efficiently; hence there is no waste and it is more environmentally friendly. 

Finally, satellite yield maps show how well the crop yielded in each area of the field. 

This can assist in decision-making in future crops, perhaps indicating areas of the field on 

which it may not be economic to grow crops on again. 

All these potential uses of satellite technology ensure that all inputs used to grow any 

particular crop are applied precisely to the required areas; no inputs are wasted and the best 

crop possible is grown in the most environmental and efficient way possible. 

8.1.8 Farmland 

The incessant march of small farms being absorbed by their larger, wealthier 

neighbours continues as it has done throughout history. Such acquisitions are supported by 

machines capable of extremely high output in all areas of agricultural production. This 
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creates economies of scale and theoretically, a lower cost of production. Values for arable 

land in 2023 are circa £10,000/acre (£24,710/ha).35 

8.2 Looking to the Future 

While those in the farming industry continue to seek methods of improved efficiency 

through technological advancements, it would appear that the Government no longer consider 

national self-sufficiency to be an essential aspiration. In March 2020, Dr Tim Leunig, an 

economic advisor to the then Chancellor Rishi Sunak, said that the food sector was “not 

critically important” to the UK and farming and fishing “certainly isn’t”36. Doctor Leunig 

also went on to say that the UK could import all the food it needs. Whilst this opinion might 

not be widely held, it does at least convey a certain apathy towards agriculture and fishing, a 

position that may be held by too many in authority. Present government agricultural policies 

do not encourage food production, a widely held view that is succinctly summed up in the 

letter below. (See figure 13)37 

 
35 Carter Jonas, Farmland Market Update, Q1 2023. https://www.carterjonas.co.uk/farmland-market-update-q1-
2023 
36 The Guardian, Treasury Adviser: farming and fisheries are not important 01/03/2020. 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/mar/01/treasury-adviser-farming-and-fisheries-are-not-important 
37 Farmers Weekly Magazine 20th October 2023 p30-31 

Figure 13: Letter in Farmers Weekly, 20/10/2023 
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This letter encapsulates the concerns widely held within the industry. Poignantly, very 

few of the present-day policies from government mention the word ‘food’. Undoubtedly, it is 

important to encourage environmental bio-diversity but food must come from somewhere, 

and importing food incurs financial and environmental costs as well as decreasing the 

country’s stability. Another pressure point for farmers is the power imbalance in the supply 

chain, particularly regarding ‘The Big Six’ as the leading supermarkets are  

known. They show a consistent reluctance to pay a fair price, with prices offered even below 

the cost of production in many cases. This issue is highlighted in a letter sent in to Farmers 

Weekly (see figure 14). 

 

Apathy towards food production is a dangerous policy combined with an ever-

increasing reliance on imports. During the COVID-19 epidemic, supermarket shelves soon 

emptied for imported products, leading to panic buying. Remember the common saying, 

‘society is three days away from food anarchy’. 

Farming efficiency is forever evolving with the development of technological 

innovation and plant and animal genetics, all with the common aim of increased food 

production. However, one could speculate that in the not-too-distant future, food shortages 

will occur despite these improvements and just as the Government of the First and Second 

World Wars then asked the agricultural industry to ramp up production, so they would do 

again. However, we are faced with an ever-decreasing area of land on which to produce food 

Figure 14: Letter in Farmers Weekly, 17/11/2023 

Maria
Rectangle
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due to new roads, housing, woodland, solar farms, etc. Let us hope there is enough land 

remaining to produce enough food to meet our needs.  

9. Conclusion 

Enclosure brought about one of the greatest upheavals to the fabric of society, with 

the division of land between landowners, the removal of common land and the driving out of 

peasants from the countryside. It had a major impact on the landscape, creating intense 

patchworks of many fields (or ‘closes’), all separated by newly planted hedges and 

boundaries (as exemplified by the case of Alvingham – see appendix 5 for the map of 1850). 

Most significantly, it had a huge impact on farming, engendering new methods of farming, 

greater efficiency and increased food production. 

Since enclosure, farming and landscapes have been affected by a myriad of factors, 

including the fluctuations in the country’s economy (for example, the Great Depression of 

1873-1896) and the advancement of mechanisation but also by the country’s varying need for 

self-sufficiency and the Government’s corresponding attitude towards food production. 

World War II in particular stimulated a drive for greater food production, as shown by the 

‘Dig for Victory’ campaign. Following the War, food production continued to be a top 

priority, particularly as food rationing continued until 1954. The Government passed the 

Land Drainage Act of 1961 in a drive for greater efficiency; there were huge advancements in 

mechanisation in this period; there were fewer landowners by this stage (in Alvingham, they 

reduced from 31 in 1850 to 14 in 1977); and there was a trend for keeping less livestock. 

These four factors all contributed to the amalgamation of fields and the removal of many 

hedges, thus having a significant impact on the landscape (as demonstrated in the case study 

of Alvingham – see appendix 6 for the map of 1977). 
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Farming has enjoyed a prolonged period of prosperity into the 21st century. However, 

government policy has now become apathetic towards food production and they are thus not 

protecting the country’s capacity to produce food. Despite this, farmers strive for continued 

efficiency (assisted by technological advancements), knowing that one day, food shortages 

will most probably reoccur; once again, the call of government will encourage food 

production and farmers will need to be able to meet this demand. 

This, therefore, needs to be taken into consideration when driving for environmental 

improvements and when weighing up other pressures on the land. One small but significant 

factor that can help find a balance between efficiency and ecology is the planting and 

conservation of hedges. In the case of Alvingham, too many hedges were removed and this 

has created a rather bleak landscape in some areas of the parish. It is particularly 

disappointing that some were removed unnecessarily. However, it is encouraging to see new 

pockets of nature, including new hedges and woodland in the parish, particularly when 

planted in a way that does not impact capacity for food production on the land. Hedges will 

always play a leading role in the bio-diversity of the countryside and long may they continue 

to be given the opportunity to do so. 
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